Fast DecoIIlposition in the tame case 2 polynomials over F. We obtain a range of results, trom Ulldecidability over sufficiently general fields to fast sequential and parallel algorithms over finite fields.
Introduction
For some time, this problem was considered to be computationally hard: a cryptographic protocol was based on its supposed intractability [5] . Barton and Zippel [3] and Alagar and Thanh [1] gave exponential-time algorithms for it (in characteristic zero).
In §2, we present fast sequential and parallel algorithms for this problem. In the "tame" case (when the characteristic p of F does not divide r), we present a sequential algorithm requiring time O(nlog 2 nloglogn), and O(nlog 2 n) if F supports a Fast Fourier Transform. We show that the problem is in NC, and give a depth-optimalO(logn)-depth circuit for it. In addition, we show that the complete decomposition of f can be computed in sequential O(n I+E) OJ parallel O(log n) time.
In §3, we consider the "wild" case (no restrictions on the characteristic of F). We give a new structure theoWe consider the following decomposition problem DEC~r. rem which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for testWe have a field F, integers n, r E N with r dividing n, and ing decomposability over F. ([20] for F == C, [11] for p == 0, [12] for p == 0 or p > n).
Decompositions are intimately related to the intermediate fields between F(/) and F(x) [10, 20] In the tame case, for every f· there exists at most one such (9, h) , so that we can view DEC~,," as a partial function p -t p2. Furthermore, the problem is rational, Le., if there exists a field extension K 2 F and (f,(g,h)) E DEC~,", [12, 19] . Both facts may fail in the "wild" case; see Example 7.
Let M == M F : N -t R be such that the product of two polynomials in F[x] of degree at most n can be computed with O(M(n» arithmetic operations. We can choose M(n) == nlognloglogn [21] , and M(n) == nlogn if F supports a Fast Fourier Transform.
Theorem lOver any field F, the decomposition problem DEC~,", with char(F) not dividing r, can be computed with
Prool. Let 
be monic of degree n == rs. We look for a decomposition I == 9 0 h, with 9, h monic. We first compute the unique candidate h, using that f and h'" agree on the highest s terms, i.e
• 1(;) be the reversal of f, and similarly it == x·· h(;). Kozen and Landau observed that the general parallelization technique of [22] applies to their construction, and obtained an arithmetic algorithm of depth O(log2 n) in the tame case. Using fast parallel arithmetic for polynomials (see [15] ), one finds the following results of order-optimal depth.
Theorem I) Over any field F, the decomposition problem D EC~r' with char( F) not dividing r, can be computed on , an arithmetic network over! of depth O(1og n).
Corollary 6 If char( F) does not divide the degree n of I, a complete decomposition of f into indecomposable polynomials can be computed in depth O(log n).

Decomposition in the wild case
The literature contains no algorithm to solve the decomposition problem DEC~,. in the "wild" case, when the charac-, teristic divides r. In this section, we present a reduction of the problem to factoring univariate polynomials. We obtain results at four different levels, from wor~t (undecidable) to best (polynomial time and poly-logarithmic depth). The first two negative results are meant to explain the restrictions we impose in the positive results.
1. The decomposition problem is undecidable in general. 2 . If F is not finitely generated over its prime field, decomposition may require algebraic field extensions of F of exponential degree. The algorithm takes the first equation in two unknowns and . solves for C2 in terms of an indeterminate z; later we find an equation for z alone and substitute its solutions for b l . CI is similarly determined from the second equation:
The third equation, taken to the fourth power, then yields:
We take b 1 to be any of the solutions, and substitute to obtain the corresponding CI, C2. Since polynomial-time factorization algorithms are available over finitely generated fields [7] , we have:
Corollary 11 Over a finitely generated field F, DEC~r can be computed in polynomial time.
The following undecidability result works over a com- Zp. Further details, proofs, and precise bounds may be found in the journal versions of this paper.
